
Myths and Realities about Library Technical Services 
1.  Nobody needs LC subject headings when we have keyword searching. 

 

Here two different issues are combined to create confusion.  Library of Congress subject 

headings is just one, albeit widely used, general subject thesaurus.   

Other, more specialized ones, can be used or new ones developed.  The important aspect 

is the necessity of a standardized subject vocabulary for efficient access to materials.  

 

Keyword searching is a tool which can be used to search the entire text or specific fields.  

Keyword searching of the entire text is highly inefficient and can result in two alternate 

problems: an overwhelming number of hits most of which are irrelevant; important items 

omitted because relevant subject matter is not included in the title or other descriptive 

fields.  Keyword searching of specific indexes that use standardized vocabulary, e.g. a 

subject index, brings up fewer and more relevant results. 

 

2. Patrons cannot be expected to know  LC subject headings, so they cannot use 

them in their search. 

 

Patrons do not need to know or be able to formulate Library of Congress or any other 

subject thesaurus terms. When they find the publication they are looking for, the record 

for this material should have appropriate and specific subject headings, that will then link 

the researcher to other publications on the same subject. For this research tool to be 

effective however, the cataloger has to have enough expertise in the field to perform 

subject analysis and assign subject headings that are useful (accurate, specific, sufficient 

to cover the main aspects of the work).  This requires knowledge and time. 

 

3. Catalogers use too many access points that are useless, e.g. corporate and 

conference headings. 
 

Conference headings and detailed contents notes are often the only way to search for a 

paper presented at a conference.  For a conference publication the only personal name/s 

given as access points in the bibliographic record are name/s of editors.  The collective 

title of the publication does not include titles of individual presentations.  

 

Also, the ability to search publications by specific corporate bodies, such as societies, 

foundations, international agencies are a valuable research tool. 

 

4. No one browses books on the shelves any more. Keeping collections on site and 

classifying books for the shelf is an extravagant waste of increasingly limited 

space and valuable time. 

 

We are not aware of any statistical study that includes reliable data on the practice of 

browsing among students, faculty, and other library patrons.  However, from 

conversations with library users it becomes apparent that they consider the ability to 

browse the shelves in library stacks to be a valuable feature that is often used. 

 



It is essential for researchers to have a majority of materials on site, so that they are 

immediately available.  Having to request a large percentage of library materials from 

the depository causes delays and frustration. Skilled researchers frequently browse books 

on the shelves within call number ranges relevant to their subject matter, consult 

bibliographies in books found in the stacks, and then return to the catalogue to search 

further. Such research methods are significantly disrupted when collections are no longer 

held on site and classified for the shelves. 

 

 

5. Everything is now available in digital form or will be soon. Digital forms of texts 

will supplant books; computerized full-text searches will supplant cataloging. 
 

 Only a small fraction of historical materials currently exist in digital form. It is 

uncertain at what pace these materials will be digitized and how digital texts will 

be effectively preserved. 

 Where digital texts do exist, full-text searches often produce such large quantities 

of data as to be practically useless. In addition, full-text searching does not 

replace the aid to researchers provided by  the structured headings in library 

catalogues, e.g.: 

 --Establishment of authoritative forms for names of authors. This allows 

researchers to find   all works published by a particular author (including works 

published under pseudonyms, under variations of the name, as transliterated into 

the alphabets of different languages etc.), and to distinguish these from works by 

other authors with the same or similar names. 

--Establishment of uniform titles for works. Uniform titles allow authors to find 

works that have been published under various forms of a title or translated into 

different languages under a single heading . For researchers who work in classic 

literatures or in fields such as law, uniform titles allow quick access to all the 

iterations of a work throughout its history. 

 

 

    

6. Shelflisting is not necessary and takes too much time; nobody searches by 

classification numbers. 

 

Browsing the shelves, actual or virtual, is one of the most powerful discovery tools for 

works by related authors or on similar subjects.   

 

Classifying books “for the shelf” becomes all the more important if books are shipped to 

a depository or are only accessible online, because “the virtual bookshelf” (a 

classification number index) becomes the only means of achieving an orderly 

arrangement of similar materials that used to stand on the shelf adjacent to each other.  

There is no longer any chance of discovering an unclassified book on the shelf.   

 

ShelfLife – the online discovery tool created at the Harvard Library Innovation 

Laboratory at Harvard Law School for navigating the resources of the Harvard library 



system - presents library materials as books on an “infinite bookshelf” that is based on 

LC classification numbers assigned by catalogers.  Works without classification numbers 

would not appear on the virtual bookshelf, wrongly assigned numbers would put the work 

in the “wrong place”. 

 

Shelf-life also makes extensive use of uniform titles, which allow the user to find all 

editions and expressions of a work, such as translations, commentaries, different formats 

(videos, motion pictures, reproductions), as well as related studies.  Creating an authority 

record to refer the user to the “established” uniform title that collates all such works is 

well worth the time and effort.  

 

7. Who cares about the number of pages or measurements?   

 

The “infinite bookshelf” view in ShelfLife also imitates the thickness and length of the 

volumes, so one can see at a glance what size the book is.  This information is supplied 

by the cataloger. 

 

Physical description can also be useful for determining whether or not a book is a new 

edition or a reprint, information that's especially important from an acquisitions 

perspective. 

 

8. Approval plans and blanket orders are the most efficient form of collection 

development. 

 

Even a thoughtfully drafted approval plan results in the acquisition of a great number of 

materials that are not scholarly, out of scope of a library’s collection, or repetitive. 

Sending such materials back is not always possible, always time-consuming, keeping 

them is a waste of funds. 

 

Careful selection by a bibliographer who is a specialist in a given field is indispensable in 

the creation of really up-to-date, comprehensive, and scholarly collection. 

 

9. It is not necessary to subscribe to paper copies of publications that are “reliably” 

available online. 

 

The fallacy of this view consists in ignoring the future of the collections. 

It is never clear 

 who is responsible for archiving materials that are made available online 

 what will happen to the online archive if the publisher changes or the publication 

is discontinued 

 whether the back issues that the library has paid for as an online only subscription 

will remain available to the library users if the subscription is cancelled   

 


